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Abstract: Digital Preservation focuses on the protection and future accessibility of almost any 

kind of cultural heritage object. It’s a collective endeavor, involving many actors that address 

digital obsolescence through two strategies: progressive migration of object formats or 

through emulation tools.  

 

Our research centers on migration processes by means of a multi-agent system. 

 

An Agent is defined as a computer system or component, capable of autonomous actions to 

fulfill its designed objectives. A set of agents working collaboratively are defined as a multi-

agent system, in which case the agents interact with each other and with the environment in a 

permanent communication to cooperate. 

 

The GAML model (GAMA Modelling Language) aims to simulate an archival entity to share 

information and find solutions to a limited list of digital preservation issues. These “archiver 

agents” can be individual or referring to a group (multi-agent) that manage the digital objects.  

 

To aid the archivist on digital preservation duties, as an additional tool at his disposal, an 

agent-based model could be implemented. For instance, after training by an expert archivist 

the agents will identify and assess obsolescence risks providing recommendations about the 

best preservation solutions to apply. 

 

The benefits for the archivist are immense.  For instance, that time constraints are less of a 

burden and so the archivist can concentrate on value added tasks and not menial and 

repetitive ones or acknowledgement that the content is 100% safe and secure without labor 

intensive tasks, are a few examples. 
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